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Author’s Note:
This slide deck includes quotations from responses of Trinity students to questions the author asked
them about financial literacy: what they would tell prospective students about financial planning,
what they have found challenging about negotiating the labyrinth of financial aid, and what changes
they’d like to see in how Trinity works with them on financial issues. The students gave permission for
the author to quote from their answers, but the student names are changed.

What is the biggest challenge you face in trying to
manage financial aid and your college costs?

“The biggest challenge that I face is trying to figure out all
different parts of financial aid and knowing the full
amount of loans that I owe. It seems that for each loan
that I take out (subsidized and unsubsidized) it all adds up
for each year. Also, the difficulty of not finding a job within
the 6 month grace period to pay back those loans.”
(Trinity Student Agatha)

In the next decade, the proportion of students of
color, and low income students, will rise sharply
throughout higher education. Changes in public
policy to encourage more access and improvements
in K-12 education to foster college readiness will
mean that colleges have to pay even more attention
to financial literacy among first generation students.

Source: Projections of Education Statistics to 2021
January 2013
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What advice would you give to a prospective
student about managing money in college?
“If I was advising a prospective student about managing finances in
college, the first thing I would say to that student is to purchase an
agenda. One of the strategies I use for managing my money is to write
how much money I spend and on what on my agenda daily. At the end of
the week, I add it all up and I'm able to see how much money I spent for
the week and on what. Along with that, I try to budget myself for the
week. I only allow myself to eat out twice a week. Last, I would suggest
that he/she keep his/her receipts and place them into a plastic bag labeled
for each month. The less amount of receipts I have a month, the happier I
am!”
(Trinity Student Marcella)

Trinity Washington University
2300 Students UG & Grad
95% Black and Hispanic
92% Female
52% D.C. Residents
85% First Year Pell Grants
$25,000 median family income
$21,930 Full time tuition
40% Average tuition discount
99% FT-UG get Trinity grants
$26,000 average debt
95% grads employed
$60-65,000 median income
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Trinity students live predominantly
in the eastern wards of the city
where poverty is high and services
are scarce
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e highest concentration of children
ng in poverty is east of the river;
e-third of Trinity’s DC students
me from these neighborhoods

Percentage of Children in Poverty

The neighborhoods on the eastern
side of the city have low high school
graduation rates and high rates of
adult illiteracy

Percent of Population over 25 without a Diploma

Healthy, affordable fresh food options
are very limited on the east side; the
poorest neighborhoods have NO
grocery stores while the wealthiest
have several

Number of Grocery Stores

Accessible and fast transportation via
Metro is largely unavailable east of
the river, where residents must take
several buses to get to work or school

Availability of Metro Stations

The poorest neighborhoods have the
highest concentration of single
mothers

Percentage of Children in Single Mother Families

Source: DC Kids Count

Single mothers often have limited or
no child care options because the cost
of care is prohibitive

Poverty is Expensive!

Money Management is Different!
•

Many low income students do not have
bank accounts
– @ 40% of Trinity students insist on loan
refunds by check not direct deposit

•

Unbanked students pay higher fees for
check cashing and fall victim to payday loan
scams

Longer, more expensive commute times to
get access to basic healthcare services; lack
of good healthcare means more exposure to
illness that impacts work, causes
absenteeism at work and school

•

Reluctance to fill out FAFSA and other forms
that ask about financial info for family

•

No credit, no savings

•

Even getting laundry done requires time,
travel, cash for machines

•

Lack of basic vocabulary to understand
financial concepts

•

Child care costs consume large share of
earnings

•

Lack of family/community knowledge of
basic habits of good financial behaviors

•

Fewer local grocery stores = higher food
costs at corner markets charging more than
supermarket for basics

•

Longer public transportation times to school
and work across multiple transportation
platforms with additional costs in time and
fees

•

“I would like to share the idea of looking for scholarships. A google search
can bring up several scholarships. Also, I would encourage students to apply
for as many scholarships as possible to give themselves more of a chance at
receiving some sort of aid that will not need to be paid back. “
(Trinity Student Olivia)

“Plan ahead and budget to the best of your ability… Do not be afraid to ask
for help… Attend the college/university that fits your wants and needs while
offering the best possible collegiate experience.”
(Trinity Student Dakota)

What advice would you give to a prospective student
about managing money in college?
Perspective of a Dreamer Scholar
“Undocumented students are not eligible for FAFSA or any type of federal aid. Some states like
California, Washington, Texas, and New Mexico, have broadened their state aid so students like me,
who are undocumented, are able to access a post secondary education ( state aid is possible) When is
comes to applying for college, undocumented student face multiple barriers but certainly financial
means is at the top of our list.
“Living my experience I would advise students to starts saving early, and look into colleges like Trinity
who offer reasonable prices. I would also add that in the past few years, funds for undocumented
students to attend college have increased, look out for those. Be proactive and advocate for in state
tuition to public universities in your respective state.
“Lastly, President Obama informed the nation in his State of the Union address of the prospective plan
to reduce the rate of community college to zero. For undocumented students, community college is a
primary stepping stone toward a four year institution. We must make sure that the community of ~ 65,
000 undocumented students who graduate from high school every year are included in the new plan. “
(Trinity Student Anjelica)

• Teaching students and families about money and financial
management for college must start early --- in high school,
even before college applications begin
• Develop workshops for both students and families in
partnership with schools to have serious discussions about
ALL of the costs associated with going to college
• Recognize and articulate the financial differences between
attending free public schools and attending college even if
the tuition is subsidized
• Emphasize that nothing is completely “free” --- that even a
full tuition grant will carry costs associated with attendance

What advice would you give to a prospective
student about managing money in college?
“With the cost of higher education going up and scholarship requirements
getting tougher and parents not being able to contribute as much DO NOT
be discouraged because your goal will become a reality if you stay the course
and fight through the adversity. … The most difficult part of college finances
is understanding the terms and conditions of loans and any fees relating to
said loan. Whatever you do always remember to complete your FASFA on
January 1 of every year for the best possible financial packages.”
(Trinity Student Dakota)

What advice would you give to a prospective
student about managing money in college?
“If I were advising a prospective student I would share with them to not wait
until the last minute to plan for expenses. Although, loans are available. Take
time to review and fill out scholarship applications. It is a tedious process but
worth it. Your education is indeed an investment that is well worth it, but even
more worth it if you can cut out the amount of student loans and interest you
will have to pay back. Think about your future and owning your own home and
keeping your credit as clean as possible. Explore all your options before saying
'Yes" to loans and understand all that goes in to receiving loans. ”
(Trinity Student Quinn)

•

Communication strategy with first gen students and families about financial issues
must be frequent with plenty of opportunities for one-on-one discussion

•

No jargon, no alpha soup, no assumptions that students/parents know the
vocabulary of mainstream money management, or college in general --- and
certainly not the arcane details of federal financial aid!

•

Multi-lingual financial counseling that is also sensitive to cultural barriers to
college attendance (e.g., some young women have to translate for their parents
who are resisting the whole idea that their daughter might choose to go to college
instead of staying home to work and help with the family)

•

Banish bureaucracy! Streamline, simplify, break it down to basics.

•

Practice empathy, listen, discover what is most fearful for the student or parent
about financial issues.

•

Engage high school counselors and teachers whenever possible in helping to
educate prospective college students.

Students Tell Us They Need:
• A clearer explanation of the many
different loans and the consequences
of each
• A clear explanation of their account
balances and what they owe each
semester in a timely way
• An opportunity for one-on-one
financial counseling without feeling
that the counselor is rushing them
• More, not less, grant and scholarship
support to incentivize completion
(don’t reduce aid after first year,
increase it!)
• More help finding the kinds of jobs
that will help them to pay off their
loans

We Need to Provide:
• Financial literacy programming for
upper-class students who are
struggling with persistence
• One-on-one financial counselor
availability at nights and on
weekends
• Strong Career Services support to be
sure that students are in the best
possible position to get the right kind
of employment matching their
academic and professional
preparation
• Incentives to stay in school to finish
undergraduate degrees
• Stronger counseling to help students
make wiser decisions about loans and
credit

Education of the First Generation is the best thing we
can do to ensure education for the Next Generation

